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Obama And His Kiss Of Destruction
by Chris Alexander

Before Obama entered politics he has exhibited a
destructive nature in all that he has done. Long before he ran for
office he attended meetings shrouded in the destruction of our
country. He attended meetings with Michael Lerner. Lerner
published a magazine called Tikkun. The essence of the
magazine & Lerner is the advent of Socialism, but with a twist.
Lerner is for Shariah Law in the United States!
Obama has aligned with every radical, Socialist, & Islamic
radical that you could imagine. Other radicals that Obama calls
friend are David Alinski. David Alinski told Obama at the DNC
Convention of 2008, “You have learned your lessons well.” A

quote from David Alinski published in September 6, 2008 in the
Canadian Free Press.
Prior to this Ali Abunimah was writing articles for The
Chicago Tribune, calling for the destruction of Israel. Obama
told him, “Keep up the good work.” ( Chicago's Hyde Park
neighborhood meeting, 2004 )
Obama has many friends that are terrorists that have been
documented by this author. Case in point, Hany Saqr, the head
of the NAMB ( North American Muslim Brotherhood ). Also
Hatem El Hady, the former head of Kindhearts. This was a
Muslim charity that was aiding & abettting many terrorist
organizations in 2002 before they were closed down by the FBI.
Rashid Khalidi is another friend of Obama. Khalidi is a
Professor at Columbia University in Middle East studies. He is
very pro Palestinian and anti Israel. Khalidi supports suicide
bombings against Israel and from 1976 to 1982 he was involved
with the PLO as being their official press agent through WAFA
in Beirut. Fund raisers were done for Obama by Khalidi in the
elections for his Senate seat in Chicago. Another friend of
Obama is Jeffrey Kearse aka Siraj Wahhaj, an unindicted co
conspirator in the 1993, WTC bombing case.
The list goes on & on regarding these types of people that
Obama includes in his matrix of sociometry, all of which are
presented to show the destructive nature of Obama. When
Obama attended the G 20 Summit he was seen kissing Hugo
Chavez, another radical that wants total Socialism in his country.

Obama’s kiss is the kiss of destruction! Why? Because
the election in Venezuela is today ( October 7, 2012 ), & Chavez
will lose! Recalling when Obama visited several states in the
past to campaign for Democratic candidates, everyone he
campaigned for lost. Chavez is no different! The kiss of death
for Chavez’s political campaign was evident from the start
aligned with Obama. The loss by Chavez will help loosen the
grip of Socialism in Venezuela. This could help reduce the hold
of Socialism in other countries surrounding Venzuela.
People in Venezuela want freedom & economic prosperity.
Henrique Capriles running against Chavez promises a return to
economic prosperity with the absence of Socialism. Chavez
wants to be re-elected to further the Brazilian Revolution, as he
calls it, to instill Socialism completely. It is obvious what the
Venezuelan people have in their future!
Since Obama gave Chavez his backing with the kiss of
destruction, it is evident that Chavez will eventually lose, even
though he won the election. The way in which he won was
questionable considering the lead that Capriles had & then
suddenly it changed to where Chavez won. At the point where
Capriles was winning Chavez claimed if he lost he would not
leave office! Then shortly after that, Chavez said that he would
accept the outcome. This quote was from the Drudge Report
October 7, 2012.

